SUDS Online Courses
SUDS Concepts & Design Principles - 5 October 2015 - £675
29 August 2016 - £675 (Book before 17 June 2016 for the
early bird rate of £625)
SUDS CDP (formerly SUDS Online) is a ten week course delivering
best practice for the design of SUDS.

Building upon the success of ten years of SUDS Online we are
pleased to announce an updated and expanded range of
online SUDS courses.
These courses provide up to the minute guidance and best
practice for SUDS design and operation, and are intended for
practitioners, regulators and maintaining organisations.
These courses will be of considerable interest to those who
have to be part of and engage with SUDS Approval Bodies
(SABs) and other adopting agencies.

The course has been revised to reflect recent changes in legislation, design and ownership responsibility for SUDS in the UK,
and includes both national and international examples of SUDS
design. SUDS CDP is suitable for professionals involved with the
design, approval and adoption of SUDS.
Course Content
Introduction to SUDS | Treatment Train | SUDS Techniques | SUDS
Design 1 | SUDS Design 2 | SUDS Performance | SUDS Regulation |
Case Study | Current and Emerging Issues | Main Assignment
SUDS Operation & Maintenance - 25 January 2016 - £395
(Book before 20 November 2015 for early bird rate of £345)
SOaM is a six week course providing detailed information
and real examples of SUDS operation and maintenance. The
course has been developed by an industry expert and is based
upon extensive experience of operating and maintaining
SUDS throughout the UK.
SOaM introduces the key component parts of SUDS, how they
operate, inspection and maintenance requirements, examples
of common operational issues, and inspection regimes. This
course will be of interest to those involved with SUDS design,
approval and aftercare.

Why SUDS Online?

❍ Get the latest thinking and understanding for SUDS.
❍ Online access to the course tutor at the University of
Abertay Dundee.

❍ Rapid response to questions and problems.
❍ Test your knowledge and understanding as you progress
by taking the end of unit quizzes.

❍ Access to a range of case study examples of implemented
SUDS systems.
Courses are available to book via the Abertay Online Store:
onlinestore.abertay.ac.uk
For further information contact:
Leanne Gallagher
T: 01382 308170
E: l.gallagher@abertay.ac.uk

Course Content
Introduction to SUDS and Operation and Maintenance |
Inlets and Outlets | Access and Safety | General Inspection
and Maintenance Activity | Reporting and Operational
Examples | Main Assignment
SUDS for Roads - 11 April 2016 - £395
(Book before 8 January for the early bird rate of £345)
SUDS for Roads (S4R) is a six week course providing guidance
for SUDS used within the road environment.
There is now, more than ever, a greater focus on street design,
with the emphasis on place setting before movement. S4R
provides information on the selection, design and detailing of
SUDS used for streets and roads, and has been developed in
line with the SUDS for Roads (2010) manual, authored by WSP.
This course is suitable for local authorities, developers and
consultants.
Course Content
Basic Concepts | Design and Detailing | SUDS for Roads
Selection Tool and Worked Examples | Trunk Roads and
Motorways | Additional Considerations | Main Assignment
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